
small and bigger towns"

first  in  lille  and  then  in  paris  to  finally  reach  provence  and  exploring  many 

and then going on holiday with august traveling by car through france and stopping 

13156: "public spaces filmed still in holland walking around with sleeping livia 

casualties particularly in guatemala with a volcano erupting"

europe   turning   towards   populism   and   nonetheless   being   able   to   read   of   some 

finding a lot of political gossips with the situation both in north america and 

12146: "a period checking the news in the netherlands even twice a day but only 

finally spend some great happy days with august traveling through france"

happy  with  livia  now  drinking  the  bottle  and  spending  nice  days  with  her  to 

in my new workshop although having doubts as to where set it up and also feeling 

04108: "a period feeling quite happy about being able to build my project welding 

and myrthe's nephews but also music heard while updating my website"

some opera to please myrthe's father and singing and hearing song sang to livia 

03102: "music listened coming back from italy through germany also listening to 

taking the same walks in nature and filming the same landscape"

feed  her  with  the  bottle  and  staying  with  her  in  culemborg  most  of  the  times 

holding her often while filming making the image quite shaky but then managing to 

13155: "public spaces shot mostly in utrecht walking around with livia and still 

with myrthe and livia after buying a second hand bike chart"

well as going to arnhem to see a church for sale and also walking in eindhoven 

that visiting delft and discovering there the nice nature across the highway as 

railroad turned into a bike path or from our house to culemborg zoo and beside 

the same route either from myrthe academy to utrecht city center finding a nice 

05121: "walking extensively with livia to make her asleep and oftentimes walking 

with her one heavy rainfall while at the city cemetery"

the city river walking constantly there to make livia asleep and only experiencing 

myrthe to work quite hot but finding the cooling shadow of the big trees around 

and quite some humidity making at times our trip back and forth to utrecht to take 

16122: "several hot days in the netherlands and relatively little gray weather 

channeled in the straight roads with tall buildings"

family   to   several   dutch   cities   like   arnhem   getting   some   wind   there   mostly 

waiting  for  myrthe  at  work  to  give  her  some  food  and  also  going  with  the  all 

18118: "experiencing quite some wind now but never too strong walking with livia 

moving the red dot out of the blue drops"

mostly be out taking care of livia and nonetheless managing a simple surface still 

07121: "painting executed in my study in the little time i spend there having to 



france with august but finding the roads rather clean"

after  the  tuesday  market  fruit  labels  and  other  fliers  until  at  last  going  to 

11194:  "picking   trash   now   mostly   in   culemborg   walking   with   livia   and   picking 

trash there"

culemborg and utrecht but also later visiting eindhoven with myrthe and picking 

11193: "still nice days in the netherlands and still with baby livia walking in 

to work now having the bag trash hanging on the actual stroller"

and constantly having to walk both in culemborg and in utrecht waiting for myrthe 

11192: "trash picked while wit livia in the stroller attempting to make her sleep 

from another camping to dijon and around a lake"

land and then getting some heart beats going up the hill to our camping or biking 

with august taking quite some bike rides at first going quite calm in the flat 

06081: "biking to my new workshop in culemborg and later on holiday in provence 

rhythm also digging stones around the barn to fill the holes between the timbers"

look at what i am doing and working very much under the sun but keeping a good 

museum and covering them with earth not to be bothered by all the people coming to 

06080: "still fixing big timbers to flatten the mountain field where to build my 

but nonetheless willing to proceed with the realizations of my project"

my chest and again feeling pessimistic about my relationship with the authorities 

culemborg now also being bale to walk on the river after learning to carry her on 

beginning   in  utrecht  finding  a  nice   and   lonely  way  to   the   city  and  then   in 

09078:   "recording   my   thoughts   again   walking   extensively   with   livia   at   the 

august for a road trip and experiencing the terrifying paris traffic"

staying with livia in culemborg and breathing good air until at last leaving with 

welding  in  my  new  workshop  the  days  myrthe  is  home  and  i  can  go  there  or  else 

finding a restored railroad to walk on and beginning to breath quite some bad air 

in  utrecht  walking  with  livia  waiting  for  myrthe  at  work  to  feed  her  but  then 

15107: "breathing some bad air visiting arnhem to see a church for sale and later 


